W3+ Fair Exhibition and Congress

THE DAY AFTER CORONA –
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During the high-tech exhibition W3+ Fair in Dornbirn (in Rheintal) (D/A/CH/LI), the accompanying N-Tec Talks congress will be held for the second time, on 23 and 24 September 2020. Under the motto Enabling Technologies, representatives of leading industry sector companies will again be presenting product concepts and technologies that are
of great interest to product managers and developers as well as buyers from other companies.

Hot topic: Getting going again after the corona crisis
In autumn 2020, a top priority for companies will be understanding what they need to learn from the virus crisis
and where new opportunities have arisen. Representatives from relevant associations and companies will present concepts and solutions suitable for a fresh start, in three thematic blocks.

Product technology
Opportunities for new technologies
in the fields of optics, medical technology, precision engineering and
electronics, in a post-virus world.
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Procurement and
Production
Making procurement and production
flexible and changeable. How production methods can help address
new markets with new products.

Management
Corona – the black swan. Data,
methods and measures that will
help you to be better prepared
next time.

Do you have technologies, components or products – in the areas of photonics, robotics, additive manufacturing or other technology segments – that could be of interest
to developers, research managers or industry experts? Would you like to share background knowledge, future prospects or helpful experiences from the crisis with other
companies?

Be among the first in the market to prepare for the post-virus
period!
You can showcase your content in an exciting* technology or methods-based presentation. If your presentation can be allocated, in the broadest sense, to one of the three
focus areas, we look forward to receiving your proposal, including the name of the
speaker, the topic and a short (!) outline of the presentation. Please send this information to speaker@n-tec.com, preferably by 15 May 2020
*Our marketing team would be happy to help you devise an attractive title for your presentation. Please understand that, due to
the time available at the event, we may not be able to accept every proposed topic.

Presentations and matchmaking – a focus on developers
How can companies get in touch with or present their product concepts to developers and buyers from other companies? By giving a thematic presentation at the N-Tec Talks 2020! In addition, interested visitors and companies can
network directly with each other using the new N-Tec Match matchmaking tool, and then meet in person for initial
discussions in the N-Tec Match Arena.

